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NEW SHARK BRX REINFORCES SILVER BOATS’
ALUMINIUM FLEET
From Silver boats’ three model series, the sturdiest one, X-range, gets an updated member for the season 2022.
The completely renewed Silver Shark BRX will be launched at the Helsinki floating boat show in August 2021.
Boats made inside out of marine alumiunium have been produced in Ähtäri since 2017. The boats became popular especially amongst
with recreational fishers. Shark BRX got nominated as “Best for fishing” at the Best of Boats competition on its launching year 2017.
The new Shark BRX has a completely new hull. The hull does not have lifting strikes. making it ride smoothly and quiet. Thanks to the
hull’s new shape, boat’s interior is more spacious, and boat feels extra stable. Shark BRX has redesigned dark consoles. The dark color
prevents reflections appearing on the windshield, which can happen with lighter color consoles. Shark BRX has a new frameless windshield made from real glass. Frames were left out to improve driver’s visibility. The frameless windshield makes the boat’s look fresh and
in line with Silver Y-range boats. Windshield made of glass enables the use of a windshield wiper and reduces scrapes appearing. The
windshield continues far along the sides giving a good shield even for passengers sitting in the aft.
Shark BRX has a comprehensive range of standard equipment, including for example Raymarine Axiom+ 9 RV chart plotter with CPT-S
transducer, Lighthouse nautical chart, two comfort seats, folding seats in stern, ample storage compartments and navigation lights. In
addition to the wide range on standard equipment, the boat can be equipped for example with following accessories: casting deck for
fishing and height-adjustable pedestal for comfort seat for making the driving position optimal.

NEW!

SILVER SHARK BR X
Length.................................. 5,85 m
Width.................................... 2,24 m
Weight.................................. 780 kg
Engine.............................80–135 hp
Number of passengers................. 7
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